MAMMUT

Every cow enjoys
this fresh feed and
will thank that with
an increased milk
production.

feed refresher
Fortuna

VIDEO
www.mammut.at

technical data
machine width

135 cm

attachments

three-point, div. additions possible

weight

350 kg

oil consumption

from 30 l/min.

standard equipment

accessories

hydraulic engine

several attachment options and adapter

bottom clearing border

concentrate container

deflector plate

molasses container

three feeler wheels

two-sided clearing

The Power
Brand

pushing feed
easily
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What has happened so far…

Control of the livestock

Pushing feed has always been a laborious manual task so far.
Therefore creative farmers and the industry kept coming up
with new ideas.
There was the tire-pusher, which only compressed the feed
and roughend the concrete floor.
The transformed snow plough was not any better.

Using automatic tools, you are easily tempted to avoid as many manual tasks
as possible. By handling chores with Mammut Fortuna you still keep an eye
on your livestock.

‘‘Pushing the
feed is now
real fun!“

Reduced workload – more control

an effortless future
Clean pushing of feed with ideal loosening of the silage.

Perfectly clear feed alley because of
feeler wheels.

For many carrier vehicles

MAMMUT’s
Fortuna makes
pushing the feed
an easy chore.
Hereby the feed
gets loosened up.
A drum with a conveyor screw transports pushed aside feed
back to the feeding table.
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Constant mixing and air circulation while pushing feed.
The loosened presenting is ideal for ruminants.
The feed reserves it´s fresh flavor and is free from pollution.
Secondary fermentation and loss of quality is avoided by not compressing the feed
The floor in the feed alley is clean, the conrete is protected.
All in all the animals are eating more basic fodder and are improving
the milk and meat production.

= MORE PROFIT.

The standard feed refresher is equipped
with a three-point attachment.
The standard application can not only
be used on a tractor, but also on farm
loaders, wheel loaders and on front
loaders.

Finishing more tasks without
any more effort
For even more efficient operation, we have developed a version of Fortuna with
a two-sided clearing, which, of course, depends on the width of your feed alley.
We also offer Fortuna with a concentraded feed dosing instrument, so the animals get concentraded feed throughout the whole day and are getting encouraged to eat more.
Even a container for the addition of sugar melasses can be attached on top.

Johann Deutinger from Gurten used
the vicinity to us and got one of the first
Fortuna feed refreshers

‘‘I never expected how
fast and clean it pushes
the feed.
Because of the good
mixing, the cows cannot
search for any tidbits any
longer.
The feed is more homogeneous, the cows
eat more continuously
and everything just goes
smoother.“

